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T his article is the fourth in a series

in which I describe several of the

more common statistical errors

in the biomedical literature. The first

article focused on 10 errors in descrip-

tive statistics and in interpreting

probability, or P values (AMWA J.

2003;18:67-71); the second article

described 9 errors in interpreting

differences between groups (AMWA J.

2003;18:103-106); and the third article

addressed 5 errors in presenting statis-

tical information in figures and tables

(AMWA J. 2004;19:9-11). This article

focuses on 3 errors in correlation and

regression analyses.

Correlation and regression analyses

mathematically describe relationships

between continuous variables (vari-

ables measured on a continuous scale

of equal intervals). In general, 2 vari-

ables are considered to be correlated

when a change in one is likely to be

accompanied by a change in the other.

The strength of the correlation

between variables can be indicated

with a correlation coefficient (and its

associated confidence interval), which

in turn can be tested with hypothesis

tests to determine the likelihood that

the relationship is the result of chance.1

Correlation analysis is most easily

visualized as a scatter plot in which

values from 2 (continuous) variables

pertaining to the same subject are

plotted on a graph (Figure 1).  When

the scatter of data is large and circular,

the correlation between the variables 

is low. The more linear the scatter

becomes, the higher the correlation

between the variables. A correlation

coefficient is a number between -1 

and +1 that describes the extent of the

scatter. A coefficient of 0 means no

correlation, whereas a coefficient of -1

means that one value increases linearly

as the other value decreases.

Other correlation coefficients

include:

Pearson’s product-moment corre-

lation coefficient, r: for assessing

the relationship between 2 normal-

ly distributed, continuous variables

Spearman’s rank correlation

coefficient, rho (ρ): for assessing

the relationship between 2 contin-

uous variables that may or may not

be normally distributed

Kendall’s rank correlation coeffi-

cient, tau (τ): for assessing the

relationship between 2 ordinal

variables or 1 ordinal and 1

continuous variable

Point biserial correla-

tion coefficient: for

assessing the relation-

ship between a continu-

ous variable (age in

years) and a categorical

variable with 2 levels

(such as “recovery sta-

tus”: recovered or not)

Point multiserial corre-

lation coefficient: for

assessing the relation-

ship between a continu-

ous variable (total

amount of drug adminis-

tered) and a categorical

variable with 3 or more

levels ( such as “disease

severity”: mild, moderate,

severe)

Intraclass and interclass correla-

tion coefficients: for assessing

agreement within and between

observers, respectively (often used

in assessing diagnostic criteria or

patient status)

Correlation analysis for 2 continu-

ous variables can be extended by fit-

ting a “least-squares regression line” to

the scatter plot in what is called “sim-

ple linear regression analysis.” In such

an analysis, researchers seek to predict

the value of one variable from a known

value of the other. 

ERROR #25. Confusion when inter-

preting correlation coefficients

The most common error in interpret-

ing a correlation coefficient is to con-

clude that changes in 1 variable cause

the changes in the other.2,3 In fact, cor-

relation is descriptive; it indicates only

that 2 characteristics vary together, not

that one causes the other to change.

Variables that are highly correlated are
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Figure 1. Scatter plots for showing correlation. A. Negative

correlation. B. No correlation. C. Positive correlation.
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often actually responding to changes

in a third variable. For example, in chil-

dren, shoe size is highly correlated with

writing ability. Increasing a child’s shoe

size does not improve writing ability;

rather, both change as a result of age.

Another common error is forget-

ting that the correlation coefficient

must be interpreted.1 The coefficient

has no clinical meaning; it simply

describes a relationship in mathemati-

cal terms. Correlation is not present or

absent, or even low, moderate, or high;

any values used to define these cate-

gories (such as 0 to 0.3 for low; 0.3 to

0.6 for moderate, and 0.6 to 1 for high)

are arbitrary. The coefficient must be

interpreted in light of the relationship

under study. Thus, a coefficient of 0.9

may be “high” for some relationships

and "low" for others, depending on the

relationship being studied.

ERROR #26. Not confirming that the

relationship in linear regression

analysis is linear

As indicated in Error #7—not confirm-

ing that the assumptions of statistical

tests were met—the assumptions of

linear regression analysis need to be

confirmed (AMWA J. 2003;18:67-71).

The basic assumption of linear regres-

sion analysis is that the relationship

between 2 variables is linear. This

assumption should be assessed mathe-

matically, with an analysis of “residu-

als.” A “residual” is the difference

between the observed value of Y and

the value of Y predicted by the regres-

sion line for a given value of X (Figure

2). When the residuals are small for all

values of X and cluster along the 0

point on the Y axis (Figure 3A), the

relationship is linear. If the residuals

show any other pattern (Figure 3B), 

the relationship is not linear and the

assumptions of linear analysis may

have been violated. The graph of resid-

uals need not be shown; a statement

that an analysis of residuals confirmed

the assumption of linearity is sufficient.1

ERROR #27. Extending the prediction

line beyond the data

When predicting the value of 1 vari-

able, Y, from another, X, the prediction

is valid only over the range of X stud-

ied; that is, the regression line should

not be extended beyond the range of

the data. The slope of the line may

change greatly at values beyond the

studied range (Figure 4). In addition,

many relationships have minimum 

or maximum values, beyond which a

regression line could not logically go.

For example, a line for predicting a

patient’s height from weight should

not cross either axis, because neither

height nor weight can be 0 in this case.1
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Figure 4. A graph of a simple linear regression

analysis showing 2 common errors: extending 

the regression line beyond the data collected 

and extending the line into regions where 

values are not possible.
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Figure 2. A residual is the difference between

the observed value of Y (the dot representing

a data point) and the value of Y predicted by

the regression line for a given value of X (the

Y value where the line crosses the value of X).

Figure 3. A. When the graphed residuals remain close to 0 over the range of values, the regression

line accurately represents the linear relationship of the data. Any other pattern (B) indicates that 

the relationship may not be linear, which means that linear regression analysis should not be used.
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